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Welcome everyone to a another in the string 
of special nights.  

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Paula was speaking with her outside voice to-
night. There will not be a 50/50 draw tonight. 
Instead a 2-5 dollar donation would be ap-
preciated to go towards rent. Adam Houston 
sent in a letter plus his membership totaling 
$165.00

She would also like everyone to write down 
their own movies to be shown on a monthly 
basis.

Tonight Paula would like to do something 
different. She would like to see 2 groups made 
up to do a short video conveying emotions on 
video. Each video only has to be 5-10 seconds 
long. Some of the emotions suggested were 
fear, amazement, anger, hatred, frustration, 
agitation, dominance, submission.

The 2 groups would be Rick Doelle - anger 
& fear and Miro Kantarsky - dominance & 
submission.

Another reminder...dues are due in Sept. 
$45.00 for a single or $55.00 for a family

The MC for tonight is Paula Cutulle.

General Videos:
Compilation of 5 1 minute videos by Harold 
Cosgrove
The video starts with several town criers. 
Then we are introduced to a giant Aleve pill. 
How far can you get on a cans of beans...why 
200 hundred miles, that’s how many. A 
Scotsman on the Isle of Mann showing off 
what’s under the kilt. A parody of the Monty 
Python dead parrot skit and finally. A Ford 
car turns to rust.

Low Shooter by Miro Kantarsky
Miro was trying out an experimental video 
of shooting various locations at a low angle. 
Houses, beaches, pools, cars driving over & 
above a camera, dogs and last but not least 
dandelions.
 

Meetings held the 1st Thursday every month at the 
Knights of Columbus – 222 Queenston Rd., Hamilton 

Videomaking Basics – 7:00 p.m., • Regular Meeting – 7:30 p.m.



Into the Finish Line by Miro Kantarsky
Lots of construction on Miro’s street resulting 
in a lot of zig zagging in order to get home.

When I’m 64 by Ray Bayliss
A short video with 3 guys sitting around the 
patios drinking coffee and talking about their 
health challenges with a twist ending.

The Maras Salt Pits by Rick Doelle
A video about the salt water deposits in Peru 
and how the salt can rise up to a foot in height

COFFEE BREAK
We broke for a quick break with no 50/50 
draw then we broke into groups and started 
filming
.
Miro’s group  Rick’s group 
Miro Kantarsky  Rick Doelle 
Anne Thompson  Jim Small
Ray Bayliss   Paul Dovey
Cathy Elsliger  Keith Gloster
Henry Wiltschek  Fred Briggs
Ben Andrews  Carolyn Briggs
Ying Andrews  Harold Cosgrove
Nestor Rosa   Mary Cosgrove
Evelyn Rosa   Joan Jacquemain
    Jim Cox

Apologies to anyone who’s name got left out.
    
See you all next month. Same bat time. Same 
bat channel.
Happy filmmaking everyone.

Miro spoke tonight about his video of filming from a 
low angle

Harold wishes just once someome would notice his new 
set of choppers

Just when Nestor was finally allowed to sit with Evelyn 
he mopes about not having his own coffee cup



Just a quick reminder please do not bring in 
films that are longer than 12 minutes or have 
been shown several times in the past year.

Fred tried to talk for hours & hoursCathy winds up for the Gibbs smack against Keith
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